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In recent years there has been considerable interest in generalizing the 
theory of dynamical systems. A number of different generalizations have been 
proposed. Among the most notable are those by Roxin [l], Windeknecht and 
Mesarovie [2], Halkin [3], and Bushaw [4]. The first two of these are directed 
towards the study of stability problems for systems with inputs (e.g., control 
systems). The last two are intended for the study of optimization problems. 
Bushaw has suggested the generic name dynamical polysystem to describe 
any generalization of the concept of a dynamical system. For a survey of this 
new field of dynamical polysystems see Bushaw [5]. Three good references.in 
Dynamical Systems Theory are Bhatia and Hajek [6], Bhatia and Szegd 17’7, 
and Nemytskii and Stepanov [S]. An extensive bibliography is contained in 
the second of these. 
This paper is a study of the concepts of minima&y and recurrence for 
dynamical poiysystems. Our version of a dynamical polysystem is simply a 
relation r on an abstract set A. The set A is intended to represent the state 
space or perhaps the output space of a system. The relation r represents the 
potential future of the system-that is, brc if and only if there is some input 
which will take the system from state b to state c in some finite nonnegative time. 
In Section 1 notions of invariance, minimality, and recurrence for the 
relation Y are defined and some elementary theory is developed. The minimal 
sets of a transitive relation Y are characterized in terms of the recurrent 
elements of r. In Section 2 the set A is assumed to be a topological space, 
Anather notion of minimality which we call P-minimality, arises in a natural 
way. In studying P-minimal sets it is expedient to introduce a notion’ of 
continuity for relations. For the special case of continuous transitive relations 
it is possible to obtain certain characterization theorems for P-minimal sets, 
and also to relate the notions of minimality and P-minima&y. 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY THEORY 
Let A be a nonempty abstract set and let Y be a relation on A. For simplicity 
suppose that the domain of Y is A. (This assumption is nowhere essential, but 
several theorems and proofs are somewhat clumsy without it). Let r-r denote 
the inverse of Y. For any subset B of A let r(B) denote {c E A 1 brc for some 
b E B). For simplicity, write r(b) for r({b}). 
1.1 DEFINITION. A subset B of A is an invariant set (for Y) if and only if 
for any b E B, r(b) _C B. Denote the set of invariant sets for r by Inv(r). 
Obviously the empty set, @, and the set A itself are invariant sets. It is easy 
to see that the set Inv(r) is closed under arbitrary unions and intersections. 
Also, if r is transitive it is easy to prove that r(b) is invariant for any b in A. An 
especially important type of invariant set is the minimal set. 
1.2 DEFINITION. A subset B of A is a minimal set (for r) if and only if B 
is a nonempty invariant set and no proper subset of B is also nonempty and 
invariant. Min(r) denotes the set of all minimal sets for r. 
Minimal sets are closely related to periodic motions of free systems and to 
completely controllable invariant sets of forced systems. These relationships 
are made clearer in the next theorem which characterizes the minimal sets of r 
in terms of the recurrent elements of r, defined as follows. 
1.3 DEFINITION. An element b in A is a recurrent element (for r) if and 
only if brc implies crb for any b, c E A. Ret(r) denotes the set of all recurrent 
elements for r. 
1.4 THEOREM. If Y is transitive then Min(r) = {r(b) / b E Ret(r)). Hence 
Min(r) is a partition of Ret(r). 
Proof. Since Y is transitive, r(a) E Inv(r) for any a E A. Hence if B E Min(r) 
and b E B then r(b) = B. Furthermore, if br-c then c E B and hence T(C) = 
B = r(b). So 6 E Ret(r). Thus Min(r) C@(b) 1 b E Rec(r)j. 
If b E Ret(r) then r(b) E Inv(r) and for any c E r(b), r(c) = r(b). Hence 
r(b) E Min(r). Q.E.D. 
1.5 COROLLARY. If r is transitive then the following are equivalent: 
(4 Y is symmetric; 
(b) Y is an equivalence relation; 
(c) (r(b) 1 b E A) = Min(r); 
(d) Ret(r) = A. 
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In the theory of dynamical systems the concepts of minim&y and 
recurrence are of central importance. These of course have motivated the 
definitions which we have made here. Another important notion from dynami- 
cal systems theory which has an interesting counterpart here is that of a limit 
set. 
1.6 DEFINITION. The limit relation of r is the relattion Zr on A such that 
Zu(b) = n (T(C) j c E y(b)) for any b E A. 
To see how this concept is related to that of a limit set for dynamical 
systems, suppose A is a topological space and rr : A x Reals -+ A is a dynamical 
system. Then let Y, denote the relation on A such that &,c if and only if there 
is some nonnegative real t such that T@, t) = c. Then for any b in A, k,(b) 
will be non-empty if and only if the motion through b is periodic, in which 
case h,(b) = y(b) is the positive limit set of b. If the topology is discrete then 
the positive limit set of any point 6 in A is k,,(b). In the general case the 
positive limit set of a point b in A is ZPr71(b) (see Definition 2.5). The negative 
limit set of b is ZP(r,)-l(b). 
The concept of the limit relation is closely related to the concepts of 
minimality and recurrence. For example, it is easy to see that an element 6 is 
recurrent for Y if and only if b E k(b). When Y is transitive considerably more 
can be said. 
1.7 THEOREM. If P is transitive then Min(r) = (h(b) j b E A) - {C?). 
Proof. Obviously I+) E Inv(r) for any b E A. It is easy to see also that if 
b E Ret(r) then h(b) = y(b). Finally, notice that if h(b) f Qi then h(b) E Min(r). 
For suppose B is a nonempty invariant subset of h(b). Then for any c E B, 
k(b) C Y(C) C 3 C b(b) and h ence Zr(b) = B which proves k(b) is minimal. 
The theorem now follows easily from Theorem 1.4. Q.E.D. 
Thus far most of the results have been obtained under the assumption that 
Y is transitive. In case r is not transitive, we can extend the previous results by 
introducing the transitive closure, r^, of r and noticing that Inv(+) = Inv(r) 
and Min(r^) = Min(r). For example, we see immediately that Min(r) = 
(?(b) / b E Rec(r^)} = (Z?(b) / b E A) - (@p). 
We have not yet established the existence of minimal sets for r. One of the 
simplest existence theorems, which applies to any finite relation, is the 
following. 
1.8 THEOREM. If A is a finite set then any nonempty invariant subset of A 
contains a minimal set. 
Proof. Suppose B, is a nonempty invariant subset of A. If B, 6 Min(~) then 
there exists a proper, nonempty invariant subset, 3, , of B, . If B, $ Mm(r) 
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then there exists a proper nonempty invariant subset B, of B, . Continuing in 
this fashion, we must, since A is finite, eventually come to some B, E Min(r). 
Q.E.D. 
Other existence theorems can also be obtained. For example, if r is derived 
from a linear system in the manner suggested in the introduction then 0, the 
zero element of A, can be shown to be recurrent and r(O) minimal, Certain 
other sets can also be shown to be minimal (see Marino [9]). 
2. TOPOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Suppose now that A is a topological space and, as before, Y _C A x A. By a 
neighborhood of a point b E A we will mean an open set containing 6. Jlr 
will denote the set of all neighborhoods of b. The closure of a subset B of A 
will be denoted by i!?. 
It is possible that there exists a subset B of A which is not minimal but 
which is “almost minimal” in the sense that B is nonempty and invariant 
and for any b E B, r(b) = B. In dynamical systems theory there is a well- 
known example of such a set. It involves a certain free motion on a torus (see 
[S]). A similar example can be found in [9]. 
It is also possible that there exists a subset B of A which is minimal but 
which is “almost not minimal” in the sense that B is not minimal. Considera- 
tions such as there prompt us to define another notion of minimality. 
2.1 DEFINITION. A subset B of A is P-minimal (for r) if and only if 
B E Inv(r), B # @ and B is closed and no proper subset of B has these three 
properties. P-Min(r) denotes the class of all P-minimal sets. 
The notion of P-minimality is not intended to replace that of minimality. 
Both concepts are important in case A is a topological space. If A has the 
discrete topology the two concepts are, of course, the same. In fact the two 
concepts are the same even for the weaker topology defined by letting a set be 
closed if and only if it is invariant. 
The notion of P-minimality is a direct generalization of the notion of 
minimality in dynamical systems theory. There is a theorem in that theory 
which remains true in this more general case. 
2.2 THEOREM. Every closed compact nonempty invariant subset of A contains 
a P-minimal set. 
The proof, which is a direct application of the Hausdorff Maximal Principle, 
is essentially the same as the proof of the similar theorem in dynamical systems 
theory (see [S] or [9]). Notice further that this theorem is similar to Theorem 
1.8 with the condition of finiteness replaced by that of compactness. 
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Since we were able to characterize minimal sets in terms of recurrent 
elements it seems reasonable to hope that there might be a similar 
characterization of P-minimal sets in terms of some “almost recurrent” 
elements, Of the many conceivable notions of almost recurrent, the one that 
works ideally for this purpose is the following. 
2.3 DEFINITION. An element b E A is P-recurrent (for r) if and only if 
c E $$ implies b E;(C). P-Ret(r) denotes the set of P-recurrent elements. 
One finds, however, that it is not possible to characterize the P-minimal 
sets in terms of the P-recurrent elements for an arbitrary transitive relation on 
A, but only those that are continuous in the sense defined below. 
2.4 DEFINITION. T is lower semicontinuous, designated Isc, at a point 
(b, c) E r if and only if for all C E Jlrc there exists a B E J$ such that for all 
b’ E B there exists a c’ E C such that UK’. Y is lsc iff Y is lsc at all points 
(b, c) E Y. 
It is easy to see that lsc reduces to ordinary continuity when Y is a function. 
Furthermore, it is easy to show that many dynamical polysystems of interest 
are lsc (see 191). Th e notion of lsc relations is equivalent to the notion of lsc 
multifunctions studied by Whyburn [lo]. 
It is useful to have the following notation. 
2.5 DEFINITION. Let Pr denote the relation on A defined by b PY c 23 
CEr(b). 
Finally, before stating the desired characterization theorem, let us list 
several easily established properties of continuous relations. 
(a) r is Isc if and only if Y-‘( U) is open for any open set U. 
(b) If Y is Isc then B E Inv(r) implies B E Inv(r). 
(c) If Y is lsc then Pr is lsc. 
(d) If r is lsc and transitive then Pr is transitive. 
2.6 THEOREM. Suppose r is transitive and Isc. Then P-&k(r) = 
(Pr(b) 1 b E P-Ret(r)) and h ence P-Min(r) is a partition of P-Ret(r). 
Proof. Suppose B E P-Min(r). For any b E B, Pr(b) is a closed, nonempty, 
invariant subset of B and hence B = Pv(b). It ~0110~s directly that 
b E P-kc(r). Hence P-Mm(r) C (Pr(b) 1 b E P-Ret(r)). 
Suppose b E P-Ret(r). Then Pr(b) = r(b) is closed, nonempty, and 
invariant. Suppose B is a nonempty, closed, invariant subset of Pr(b). Choose 
c E B. Then Pr(c) = T(E) C B. But since PY is transitive and since b 2% c impfies 
c PY b, clearly P?(b) C Pr(c). Hence Pr(b) = B and so Pr(b) E P-Min(r). 
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This proves the desired equality. It is easy to see that the members of 
P-Min(r) are pairwise disjoint and hence P-Min(r) is a partition of P-Ret(r). 
Q.E.D. 
It is now possible to relate the notions of minimality and P-minimality. 
2.7 COROLLARY. If Y is lsc and transitive then P-Min(r) = Min(Pr). 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 1.4 and 2.6 on noticing that 
Rec(Pr) = P-Ret(r). Q.E.D. 
The limit relation of PT, ZPr, has already been defined. Corollary 2.8 
follows directly from the last corollary and from Theorem 1.7. 
2.8 COROLLARY. If r is Isc and transitive t?zen 
P-Min(~) = (ZPr(b) ( 6 E A} - {CD>. 
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